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1 Bufflngton Stroot 
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WATERVLIET, NY 121894000 

March 7,2005 

Office of the Commander G 

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region 1 
Attn: Betsy Ullrich, Senior Health Physicist, 
Commercial and R&D Branch 
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety 
475 Allendale Road 
King ofPrussia, PA 19406-1415 
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Subject: Removal of Thorium-232 from License STBl554, Control No. 136080 

Dear Ms. Ullrkh: 

1. References: 

a. Letter dated February 16,2005, from the NRC, SUBJECT: Department of the Army, 
Issuance of License Amendment, Control Number 138080 

b. Letter dated February 8,2005 from this office SUBJECT: Removal of Thorium-232 from 
License STB 1554, Control No. 136080 

c. Letter dated 30 December 2004 from the NRC, SUBJECT: Department of the Army 
Request for additional Information Concerning Application for Amendment to License Control 
Number 136080 

d. Letter dated 16 September 2003, from the NRC, SUBJECT: Department of the Army 
Request for additional Information Concerning Application for Renewal of License Control 
Number 1333312. 

e. Letter dated 9 October 2003, from this office, SUBJECT: Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC), Request for additional Information Concerning Application fro Renewal of License 
Control Number 13333 12. 
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f. The Army Radiation Safety Program, Army Regulation 1 1-9. 

2. The enclosed Final Survey Report for Room 255, Building 120 demonstrates that Room 255 
contains no significant residual radioactivity that will limit it use in any manner. The survey 
conducted follows the commitments made in the survey plan and meets all requirements of the 
MARSSIM protocols for a Class 3 area. 

3. Request your approval of the survey report and amend the Watervliet Radioactive Materials 
License No. STB-1554 to remove thorium. 

4. The POC for this action is Ms. Sally D’Agostino, Radiation Protection Officer. She can be 
reached at (5 18) 266-5633. The contractor technical manager is Mr. Leslie Cole, CHP. If there 
are questions about the survey plan, Mr. Cole will be the appropriate person to contact. He can be 
reached at (863) 424-3222 after March 3 1,2005. 

Sincerely, 

k N  Do dC.Olson 
Colonel, US Army 
Commanding 
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1 .O Background 

Room 255 is a single 6 meters by 9 meters laboratory room in Building 120 at the Watervliet 
Arsenal, Watervliet, NY. The room contains a fume hood, a laboratory sink, several cabinets 
and work benches and has a significant portion of the room partitioned off for an office space. 
The office space can be accessed only through the larger portion of Room 255. The room has 
been in use as a laboratory space for many years. A variety of different laboratory procedures 
have been performed in the room - most recently it has been used as an electronics testing 
facility. 

The hood is vented to the outside through a HEPA filtration system. Currently no HEPA filter is 
installed and the hood is not in use (according to the warning label on the front of the hood). 
Presumably, the hood has not been recently checked for airflow. 

Room 255 may have had small quantities of thorium in the form of Tho2 used in a process to 
harden metals by electroplating the thorium onto the surface of the metal. No actual record of 
use of thorium in any form exists. There is an existing procedure showing how the thorium was 
to be used. The procedure specified that the use be confined to the fume hood. If the material 
was actually used, thoria was added to a liquid to form a slurry or a solution. In all other steps in 
the process, the thorium was in solution. Good contamination controls were specified, so there 
was little chance of spread of contamination either inside or outside the hood. Discussion with 
the current Radiation Safety Office indicates that she had talked with the previous RSO who 
would have been aware if the procedure was actually implemented. He had no recollection of 
the use of thorium and there are no existing records of such use. There are records of surveys in 
other laboratory rooms where radioactive materials were used in the time frame of the metal 
hardening process. 

The objective of this survey is to allow thorium to be removed from the facility Iicense. Thorium 
that was apparently brought to the facility for the metal hardening experiments has been disposed 
of and the disposal is properly recorded. 

The NRC Screening Values for Th-232 will be used as the derived concentration guideline value 
(DCGL') for the survey. This conservative value is adequate to limit the risk of any future user 
of the space, even for full time residential use, to less than 25 mrem of radiation dose as 
stipulated in 1 OCFR20.1402. If the space is shown to have no contamination above the DCGL it 
is suitable for release for unrestricted use. 

A survey plan for a final survey (Enclosure 1) was approved by the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission on February 16,2005 by Amendment #5 to the Watervliet Radioactive Material 
license number STB-1554 (Enclosure 2). The survey was conducted on February 22-23,2005 by 
Solutient Technology personnel. This report presents the finding of the Final Survey. 

' The proper term is DCGL, where the w indicates that the DCGL is based on the Wilcoxon Rank Sum statistical 
test. For simplicity, the term will be shown as DCGL without the w except when the reference is to the DCGL- 
(the guideline value for elevated measurements) in which case the emc will be added to the term. 
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2.0 Radionuclides of Concern 

The 232Th that may have been used in the hood is the radionuclide of concern. Since '"Th is the 
parent of a naturally occurring radionuclide series, the decay progeny will also be present. For 
the purposed of the survey, it is assumed that the 232Th is in equilibrium with its immediate 
progeny. It follows from this assumption that there is an equal amount of 228Ra, "*AC, '"Th and 

beyond that point; however, it is also unlikely that the series radionuclides beyond 
totally absent from the room if thorium is present. The section below regarding the derived 
concentration guideline value discusses this issue. 

24Ra present. Since 224Ra decays to 220Rn, it is unlikely that the equilibrium would continue 
will be 

3.0 Derived Concentration Guideline Value 

The thorium contained in Tho2 is natural thorium (232Th) and is one of the long-lived naturally 
occurring radionuclides. The NRC published a set of screening values for surface contamination 
for a number of radionuclides in 1998 (63 FR 641 32) that did not contain a screening value for 
the alpha radiation emitting radionuclides. A following Federal Register notice (64 FR 68395) 
approved the use of the screening values in NUREG/GR-55 12 vol 3, Table 5.19 for the alpha 
emitting radionuclides. The screening value listed in Table 5.19 for 232Th is 6.03 d p d 1 0 0  cm2 
(for 232Th with the decay progeny present, as in this case). 

Since the DCGL, value applies to the 232Th alone and it is accompanied by the decay progeny 
that also decay at the same rate as the 232Th, a higher value for the detected contamination will be 
evident. The actual value of the detected contamination is dependent on the amount of one of the 
decay progeny, which is in gaseous form ("k) that may escape from the solid matrix of the 
deposited T h o 2  on the contaminated surface during the decay process. Some reasonable 
assumption can be made about the fraction of the radon that may escape during decay. The 
escape fraction will be low since the half life of 22% is only 56 seconds. There are a total of 6 
alpha and 4 beta radiation emissions with each 232Th atom that decays occumng simultaneously. 
If the assumption is that 50% of the radon escapes, there would remain 4.5 alpha and 3 beta 
emissions with each disintegration of a '"Th atom. It follows then that if the survey is for alpha 
radiation only, the DCGL needs to be adjusted to 27 d p d 1 0 0  cm2. (If the radon all escapes, 
there would be 3 additional alphas for each 232Th atom disintegration and the alpha DCGL would 
be 18 d p d l 0 0  cm2.) The following chart shows the number of alphas and betas that remain 
with the fraction of radon escaping. 

Alpha end Bola Emtssbnc Romlng Anr  
Radon Escape per y h  Dblntegntbn 

Figure 1 - Fraction of Radon Escaping 
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If there were enough contamination present to collect a relatively large sample, it would be 
possible to determine the actual fraction of radon that escaped. Since the amount of 
contamination is extremely small, perhaps none at all, it is not possible to make the actual 
determination. The survey must proceed with some reasonable assumption regarding the 
fraction of radon that escapes. Fifty percent is a very high fraction. Thirty percent is more 
reasonable and that leads to an alpha DCGL of 30 d p d 1 0 0  cm’. This value is chosen for the 
final survey DCGL. Since the primary exposure for thorium as a surface contaminate is from the 
contaminating material re-suspended into the air, no more than 10% of the DCGL value ma be 
removable. In this case, the removable alpha contamination may not exceed 3 d p d l 0 0  cm Y . 

4.0 Area Classification 

Room 255 is approximately 54 m2 and it meets all the criteria for a Class 3 MARSSIM 
classification. The room will contain only one survey unit. 

5.0 Choice of Instruments 

Since the DCGL is based on the alpha emission, the instrument chosen must be capable of 
measuring alpha radiation. The Ludlum 43-90 detector with the Ludlum 2221 ScalerRatemeter 
will be used for the survey. The direct measurement capability for the instrument is sufficient to 
measure -25% of the DCGL in a ten minute timed count. These values are based on the 
manufacturer’s specification for the background of the detector of 4 cpm. Actual background 
values were slightIy less than 3 cpm and the minimum detectable activity was about 7.8 d p d 1 0 0  
cm . 2 

Calculation of Instrument MDC’s 

Static Measurements 

Background = 2.7 cpm 
Count time = 10 min 

Instrument Eff = 0.2 
Source Eff = 0.5 

Area Probe = 126 cmz 

MDC = 7.76 dpm/100 cm2 
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Scan MDC 

Scan MDC = (-ln(1-P(n 21)y60)/eimt e- t 

Where: 
In = natural log 
P = Probability of detection 

Setting the probability to 0.67, time to 4 seconds (scanning 
at 1 inkec) and using the efficiencies above: 

Scan MDC = 170 dpml100 cm2 

The scan MDC is adequate to provide information related to areas of elevated measurements as 
determined for the DCGLemc calculated below. 

6.0 Elevated Measurement Criteria 

A Class 3 area is not expected to contain any residual radioactivity, or expected to contain levels 
of residual radioactivity at a small fraction of the DCGL, based on site operating history and 
previous radiation surveys. The 10 data collection locations in a 54 m2 space mean that there is 
one data collection point for each 5.4 m2. The area factor for 5.4 m2 is 13.4 (See the table below; 
value determined by graphic interpolation). 

Table 1 - Area Factors for =%b Surface Contamination 

Area m2 m r e d  r Factor 
I I 

72 I1.83E-03 I 1.0 1 

2 T5.06E-05 I 36.2 
1 12.53E-05 [ 72.3 

Based on 1 pWm2 

The DCGLw times the area factor for the area represented by the individual data collection point 
is the DCGLemc. In this case the DCGLemc = 400 d p d 1 0 0  cm2 (30 X 13.4). This also 
represents the minimum scan MDC required. The scan MDC as calculated above is 
approximately 43% of the minimum scan MDC required, i.e. the scan capability is within the 
general MARSSIM guideline for scanning. 
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7.0 Conduct of the Final Survey 

North 
East 

Room 255 is an occupied laboratory and contains a variety of laboratory equipment in addition 
to the h m e  hood mentioned in the procedure for using the thorium oxide. The room was gridded 
into one meter by one meter survey blocks. The comers of the grids were marked by masking 
tape. Some floor and wall space was not fully accessible for the gridding. Random numbers 
were used to select the survey point and the grids to be scanned for the survey. The diagram 
below shows the selection of data collection points in Room 255. The yellow shaded areas 
represent the floor and the orange shaded areas represent the 2 meter grids on the walls. The 
small crosses indicate the locations of the data collection points. These locations are shown as 
North / East coordinates in the table below the sketch. These points were marked on the floor 
using masking tape to facilitate collecting the smear samples later. 

1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1.40 3.22 3.63 3.02 2.35 4.57 1.68 2.67 5.94 3.29 
5.72 5.08 4.72 4.27 1.83 4.88 6.13 6.41 6.37 2.60 

Ten minute direct measurements were collected at each of the selected locations using a Ludlum 
Model 2241-2 survey meter with a Ludlum Model 43-90 alpha scintillation probe. These 
measurements were followed by collecting a smear at each location in the same space that the 
probe sat while gathering the data. Two additional measurements were made that were not 
included in the random selection. One measurement was made under the rug in the office space 
at the east end of the room and the other data point was collected on the sink cabinet at 6.50, 
2.30. None of the random locations fell in the office area so an additional measurement was 
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made at point 7.56,2.0. These two points are indicated on the sketch in a different color (Blue) 
than the locations used in the analysis for unrestricted use. After collecting the 10 minute direct 
measurement at the randomly selected data collection points, a swipe sample was collected. One 
point was resurveyed for quality control purposes. 

Jorfh10 
E a s t 4  

Following the collection of the direct measurement data and the swipe sampling, 10% of the 
grids were scanned using the same instrument used for the direct measurements. The scanning 
was performed by moving the survey meter at a constant rate of 2.5 cm per second. The 
instrument was set to its scaler mode, the same mode used to collect the direct measurements for 
a 5 minute count. The total area was covered in the 5 minute scan time in each grid. This 
method of scanning assures that each small space in the scanned grid is under the probe for four 
seconds. While the scan is proceeding the surveyor listens to the audible output of the survey 
meter and is alert for any location where there is any noted higher activity detected. Such 
locations would be marked and checked after completing the scan in that one meter grid. No 
such locations of potential elevated activity were noted in the survey for Room 255 or in Room 
232. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l O l l 1 2  
6 7 7 . 8  3 3 6 5 1 7  1 
1 5 3 8 4 1 6 5 2 5 6 

The sketch below shows the grids scanned in Room 255. The number in a grid indicates that it is 
the grid that was scanned. 

Random Scan Grids 

i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
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A total of twelve grids were scanned, six on the floor and six on the walls. 

An additional task was directed in the survey plan. The fbme hood along the north wall was the 
location most likely contaminated. In the survey plan it was agreed that a survey of the base of 
the hood and the floor in front of the hood would be measured using a series of direct 
measurements that covered the entire space of the base of the hood and a like sized space on the 
floor in front of the hood. The base of the hood was 150 cm by 55 cm and the area on the floor 
chosen for the detailed survey was 150 cm by 60 cm. The pictures below show the grids layout 
for these two surveys. 

Survev of the Hood Base 

Survey in Front of the Hood 
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A background reference area was also surveyed following the same procedure as the survey in 
Room 255. Room 232, down the hall fiom Room 255 was selected as the background reference 
area. A six meter by nine meter grid was laid out in that room and data collections points 
selected in the same random order basis as in Room 255. A total of ten data collection points 
were chosen for ten minute direct measurement and smear collection after the counts. Five grids 
were also chosen for scanning in the same manner as the scanning for Room 255. 

Scanning in the Background Reference Area 

Copies of all field data collection sheets are in Enclosure 3. 
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8.0 Survey Data 

All the data collected in the survey are presented and discussed in this section. 

8.1 Direct Measurements in Room 255 

The following table shows the results of the direct measurements in Room 255. 

Table 2 - Direct Measurements in Room 255 

The ten minute count yielded a minimum detectable activity (MDA) of 7.8 dpd100  cm2. Only 
one of the measurements was above this level. The average activity per 100 cm2 for the initial 
ten measurements at the data collection points, disregarding the MDA, was 1 .OS d p d l  00 cm2. 
This is undoubtedly due to the single measurement that was detectable above the MDA since 
there were an equal number of negative measurements as positive ones. Adding in the QC 
measurement and the two additional measurements lowers the average to 0.60 d p d l  OOcm’. 

These measurements do not differ significantly from background. In fact, the instrument 
background was measured to be 3.5 cpm before these measurements were taken. The result of 
these measurements caused the background to be adjusted to reflect the values found in this set 
of measurements. The background on the instrument used for these measurements on the next 
day measured 2.2 cpm. 

8.2 Direct Measurements in Room 232 

The data for the background reference area is similar as shown in the table below 
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Table 3 - Direct Measurements in Room 232 

While the results of the direct measurements in Room 232 indicate a higher level than in Room 
255, there is not a significant difference from a statistical viewpoint. The following figure, 
depicting the randomly selected data collection points, is constructed to demonstrate this. 

Background Reference Area Measurements 
with Survey Area Data 

(Data Ordered Lowest to Highest) 

70 T 1 

1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I 

Figure 2 - Comparison of Background Reference Area 
Measurements with the Survey Area - Ordered Data 

The chart in Figure 2 is constructed by plotting the measured values for the direct measurements 
(the green squares) in the background reference area with a vertical line representing the limits of 
the two sigma error for these measurements. The red blocks represent the measurement data 
fiom Room 255. In the case of the ordered data, the Room 255 data falls on the two sigma bar of 
the reference background measurement. Obviously there are errors for the Room 255 data but 
the spreadsheet used to plot the data will not allow a separate error bar for the second set of data 
plotted in this manner. I f  the data is plotted in the order the samples were collected, the same 
picture is evident. S e e  Figure 3 below. 
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Background Reference Area with Survey Area 
Data 

Reference 

' Data Point 
1 Q sigma 

I 

04 1 

Figure 3 - Comparison of Background Reference Area 
Measurements with the Survey Area 

It is obvious that the measurements in Room 232 are higher than those in Room 255 but this 
analysis shows that the difference is statistically insignificant. The important fact that is evident 
in examining the above data is that there is no evidence of contamination in Room 255 either 
standing alone or in comparison with the results measured n the background reference area. 

8.3 Swipe Samples 

The swipe samples were evaluated off site with a Ludlum Model 2929 laboratory counter. The 
Model 2929 is a manually operated counter with the capability of measuring to below 1.6 dpm. 
The survey plan stipulated an MDA of <1 dpm but the background was elevated more than usual 
and the decision to use the relative standard count time was approved. The results indicate that 
no sample in Room 255 was above the MDA and only one sample in Room 232 exceeded the 
MDA. Since the limit was actually 3 dpm, these results are deemed acceptable. 

Note also that there is a discrepancy between the laboratory results and the results shown here. 
The laboratory calculations apparently used a different formula for calculating the MDA's than 
thought appropriate by this author. In addition, there appears to be some rounding difference as 
well as the different formatting for the alpha results. None of these differences invalidate the 
results OT change the conclusion that Room 255 meets the release criteria. The results of the 
samples collected in Rooms 255 and 232 are shown in the two tables below. 
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Smear Counter Model: 
Serial Number: 
Alpha Background: 
Alpha Source 
Alpha Efficiency: 
Alpha MDA (dpm) 
Calibration Due Date: 
Count Date: 

2929 
167855 

0.2 
2,075 
33% 
1.54 

9/16/2005 
ma/2005 

Probe Model: 43-10-1 
Serial Number: PR171934 

Beta Background: 53.6 
Beta Source: 7,375 

Beta Efficiency: 21% 
Beta MDA (dpm) 17.64 

Table 5 - Swipe Survey Results, Room 232 

9 1  1 I 578 I -0.3 I 20 I Location 9 
10 I a 553 1.8 8 Location 10 

Smear Counter Model: 
Serial Number: 
Alpha Background: 
Alpha Source 
Alpha Efficiency: 
Alpha MDA (dpm) 
Calibration Due Date: 
Count Date: 

2929 
167855 

0.2 
2.075 
33% 
1 .54 

911 6J2005 
z2a~2005 

Probe Model: 43-10-1 
Serial Number: PR171934 

Beta Background: 53.6 
Beta Source: 7,375 

Beta Efficiency: 21 % 
Beta MDA (dpm) 17.64 

A one-to-one comparison of the direct measurement data and the swipe data may not be able to 
show that the removable fraction is less than 10% as required for a MARSSIM survey for alpha 
emitters. Ln this case, since there is so little contamination noted in the survey area it is not 
necessary that this criterion be met. 

The laboratory data are in Enclosure 4. 
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8.4 Scanning Survey 

Total 

The twelve grids surveyed in Room 255 showed results that are in the range of background. The 
following table shows the results of the five minute scan in each of the scanned grids. 

Average 
dpml 

Table 6 - Scan data from Room 255 

Certainly the data from all grids is below MDA, but, more importantly, the results show all data 
to be at or very near background. During the scan, there was no evidence of any elevated 
activity. The scans in Room 232 showed similar results. Only five grids were scanned in Room 
232. 

Table 7- Scan data from Room 232 

Average 

The scan data reflects the conditions found in the direct measurements. Although the 
measurements are all below the instrument MDA, no effort has been made to correct this data for 
the MDA of the instrument. 
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3.2 Special Survey of the Fume Hood in Room 255 

The area with the highest potential for contamination in Room 255 was the h m e  hood along the 
north wall. To assure that the hood and the area in front of it was free of contamination; a 
special survey was conducted there. This survey included a total of 47 direct measurements 
inside the hood and 56 direct measurements on the floor in front of the hood. The two tables 
below show the results of these measurements. 

Table 8 - Direct Measurement on the Base of the Hood in Room 255 
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Table 9 - Direct Measurements in Front of the Hood in Room 255 
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The count times for these measurements was set to be below the DCGL, of 30 d p d l 0 0  cm2. 
Most of the measurements were below the MDA but there were two measurements in each area 
that were above the DCGL. The two locations were surveyed with different instruments 
reflecting in a different MDA for each of the areas. The average for each area was far below the 
DCGL. The average values were 3.6 dpd100  crn2 for the area inside the hood and 4.8 d p d 1 0 0  
ern' for the floor in front of the hood when the MDA’s are not considered. Any other average is 
difficult to calculate and is likely to be less meaninghl than the <MDA average. The conclusion 
that can be reached is that there is no significant contamination inside the hood or on the floor in 
front of it. 

’ 

9.0 Survey Data Evaluation 

The standard deviations of the data from the direct measurements fall well within the range of 
the estimated valued used in the survey planning phase. The critical measure here is the standard 
deviation and the two are very close and nearly the same as the preliminary data. 

Table 10 - Comparison of Data (AVG, STDEV, MED) 

Standard 

survey BaCKgrOUnd 
Area Area 

1.92 
0.61 
1 B6 

There are no measurements above the DCGL so no statistical comparisons that are identified in 
the MARSSIM manual are required. 

10.0 Data Quality Assurance @QA) 

All data has been examined and it meets the data quality objectives. All data collection points 
were properly selected and the measurements were made with the correct type instruments. All 
data collected is valid. Additional measurements were collected for quality control and reflect 
the accuracy of the initial measurements. The field instruments were properly calibrated and the 
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daily performance checks showed that they were operating within acceptable parameters. 
(Instrument calibration records are in Enclosure 5 . )  Off site analysis of swipes were done with 
instruments that were in calibration and that performance checks indicated were operating within 
acceptable parameters. 

The surveyors are properly trained and all the survey steps were completed in accordance with 
the survey plan. 

11 .O Evaluation of Residual Activity 

Based on the measurements collected, there is no significant residual activity in Room 255.  
There is potentially some activity in Room 232 but is most likely a build-up of the long lived 
radon progeny 210Pb and is much below the DCGL calculated for this survey. 

12.0 Recommendations 

Room 255 should be reIeasable for unrestricted use and Watervliet Arsenal should remove 
thorium from its license. 

Enclosures: 

1. SurveyPlan 
2. License 
3. Laboratory Data 
4. Field Data Sheets 
5. Instrument Calibration Records 
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1. Background 

Room 255 is a single 25 feet by 40 feet laborat 
Arsenal, Watervliet, NY. The room contains a lulllcI hood, a laboratory sink, several cabinets 
and work benches and has a significant portion of the room partitioned off for an office space. 
The office space can be accessed only through the larger portion of Room 255. The room has 
been in use as a laboratory space for many years. A variety of different laboratory procedures 
have been performed in the room - most recently it has been used as an electronics testing 
facility. 

lorn in Building 120 at the Watervliet 

The hood is vented to the outside through a HEPA filtration system. Currently no HEPA filter is 
installed and the hood is not in use (according to the warning label on the front of the hood). 
Presumably, the hood has not been recently checked for air flow. 

Room 255 may have had small quantities of thorium in the form of Tho2 used in a process to 
harden metals by electroplating the thorium onto the surface of the metal. No actual record of 
use of thorium in any form exists. There is an existing procedure showing how the thorium was 
to be used. The procedure specified that the use was confined to the h e  hood. If the material 
was actually used, thoria was added to a liquid to form a slurry or a solution. In all other steps in 
the process, the thorium was in solution. Good contamination controls were specified, so there 
was little chance of spread of contamination either inside or outside the hood. Discussion with 
the current Radiation Safety Office indicates that she had talked with the previous RSO who 
would have been aware if the procedure was actually implemented. He had no recollection of 
the use of thorium and there are no existing records of such use. There are records of surveys in 
other laboratory rooms where radioactive materials were used in the time frame of the metal 
hardening process. 

The objective of this survey is to allow thorium to be removed from the facility license. Thorium 
that was apparently brought to the facility for the metal hardening experiments has been disposed 
of and the disposal is properly recorded. 

The NRC Screening Values for Th-232 will be used as the derived concentration guideline value 
(DCGL’) for the survey. This conservative value is adequate to limit the risk of any future user 
of the space, even for full time residential use, to less than 25 mrem of radiation dose as 
stipulated in 1 OCFR20.1402. If the space is shown to have no contamination above the DCGL it 
is suitable for release for unrestricted use. 

2. Previous Surveys of Room 255 

’ The proper term is DCGL, where the w indicates that the DCGL is based on the Wilcoxon Rank Sum statistical 
test. For simplicity, the term will be show as DCGL without the w except when the reference is to the DCGL,, (the 
guideline value for elevated measurements) in which case the emc will be added to the term. 
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Some older routine smear surveys of the room exist but there are no recent surveys conducted by 
the facility radiation safety ofice. The older survey exists from the time the previous RSO used 
the space for his ofice/laboratory. These surveys showed that the office space was not 
contaminated. 

A preliminary scoping survey was conducted October 25-26,2004 (see Attachment 1). The 
scoping survey focused on the hood and the area surrounding the hood. No contamination was 
found. This room had surface contamination insignificantly lower than other, empty laboratory 
rooms in Building 120. 

3. Radionuclides of Concern 

The 232Th that may have been used in the hood is the radionuclide of concern. Since 232Th is the 
top of a naturally occumng radionuclide series, the decay progeny will also be present. For the 
purposed of the survey, it is assumed that the 232Th is in equilibrium with its immediate rogeny. 
It follows from this assumption that there is an equal amount of "*Ra, '"Ac, 228Th and 
present. Since 224Ra decays to 22%, it is unlikely that the equilibrium would continue beyond 
that point; however, it is also unlikely that the series radionuclides beyond 220Rn will be totally 
absent from the room if thorium is present. The section below regarding the derived 
concentration guideline value discusses this issue. 

z 4  Ra 

4. Derived Concentration Guideline Value 

The thorium contained in Tho2 is natural thorium (232Th) and is one of the long-lived naturally 
occurring radionuclides. The NRC published a set of screening values for surface contamination 
for a number of radionuclides in 1998 (63 FR 641 32) that did not contain a screening value for 
the alpha radiation emitting radionuclides. A following Federal Register notice (64 FR 68395) 
approved the use of the screening values in NUREG/GR-55 12 vol3, Table 5.19 for the alpha 
emitting radionuclides. The screening value listed in Table 5.19 for 232Th is 6.03 dpd100  cmz 
(for 232Th with the decay progeny present, as in this case). 

Since the DCGL, value applies to the 232Th alone and it is accompanied by the decay progeny 
that also decay at the same rate as the 232Th, a higher value for the detected contamination will 
evident. The actual value of the detected contamination is dependent on the amount of one of the 
decay progeny, which is in gaseous form (220Rn) that may escape from the solid matrix of the 
deposited Tho2 on the contaminated surface during the decay process. Some reasonable 
assumption can be made about the fraction of the radon that may escape during decay. The 
escape fraction will be low since the half life of 22@Rn is only 56 seconds. There is a total of 6 
alpha and 4 beta radiation emissions with each 232Th atom that decays occurring simultaneously. 
If the assumption is that 50% of the radon escapes, there would remain 4.5 alpha and 3 beta 
emissions with each disintegration of a 232Th atom. It follows then that if the survey is for alpha 
radiation only, the DCGL needs to be adjusted to 27 dpd100  cm2. (If the radon all escapes, 
there would be 3 additional alphas for each 232Th atom disintegration and the alpha DCGL would 
be 18 d p d l  00 cm2.) The following chart shows the number of alphas and betas that remain 
with the fraction of radon escaping. 
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N p h .  and Beta Emissions Ronulng After 
Radon Escape per y h  DblnhpnUon 
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Fradlon ot Radon E.aplng 

If there were enough contamination present to collect a relatively large sample, it would be 
possible to determine the actual fraction of radon that escaped. Since the amount of 
contamination is extremely small, perhaps none at all, it is not possible to make the actual 
determination. The survey must proceed with some reasonable assumption regarding the 
fiaction of radon that escapes. Fifty percent is a very high fraction. Thirty percent is more 
reasonable and that leads to an alpha DCGL of 30 d p d 1 0 0  cm2. This value is chosen for the 
final survey DCGL. Since the primary exposure for thorium as a surface contaminate is from the 
contaminating material re-suspended into the air, no more than 10% of the DCGL value ma be 
removable. In this case, the removable alpha contamination may not exceed 3 d p d 1 0 0  cm . Y 

5. Area Classification 

Room 255 is approximately 95 m2 and it meets all the criteria for a Class 3 MARSSIM 
classification. The room will contain only one survey unit. 

6. Choice of Instruments 

Since the DCGL is based on the alpha emission, the instrument chose must be capable of 
measuring alpha radiation. The Ludlum 43-90 detector with the Ludlum 222 1 Scalermatemeter 
will be used for the survey. The direct measurement capability for the instrument is sufficient to 
measure -30% of the DCGL in a ten minute timed count. These values are based on the 
manufacturer's specification for the background of the detector of 4 cpm. Past experience has 
shown the detector to have a lower background. If the actual instruments in use prove to have 
lower background, the detection limits will be better than indicated. 

The calculations for the MDC's are: 
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Calculation of Instrument MDC's 

Static Measurements 

Background = 3 cpm 
Count time = 10 min 

Instrument Eff = 0.2 
Source Eff= 0.5 

Area Probe = 100 cm2 

MDC = (4.65+3'aG)/(ei~ * eMum Apmdl 00) 

MDC = 10 dpm/l 00 cm2 

Scan MDC 

Scan MDC = (-ln(1-P(n 21))*60)/6,, esovrce ' t 

Where: 
In = natural log 
P = Probability of detection 

at 1 in/sec) and using the efficiencies above: 

Scan MDC = 170 dpm/lOO cm2 

The scan MDC is adequate to provide information related to areas of elevated measurements as 
determine for the DCGLemc calculated below. 

7. Elevated Measurement Criteria 

A Class 3 area is not expected to contain any residual radioactivity, or expected to contain levels 
of residual radioactivity at a small fraction of the DCGL, based on site operating history and 
previous radiation surveys. The 10 data collection locations in a 95 m2 space mean that there is 
one data collection point for each 9.5 m2. The area factor for 9.5 m2 is 7.6 (See the table below; 
value determined by interpolation). 

Area m2 m r e d  r Factor 

* Based on 1 pCi/rn' 
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The DCGLw times the area factor for the area represented by the individual data collection point 
is the DCGLemc. In this case the DCGLemc = 228 dpm/100 cm2 (30 X 7.6). This also 
represents the minimum scan MDC required. 

8. Reference Background Area 

Another laboratory room will be selected that has similar fixtures and surfaces that is known to 
be uncontaminated for a background reference area. An attempt was made to find such a room 
during the preliminary scoping survey and it was not successful. The measurements in five other 
rooms were somewhat, probably insignificantly, higher than Room 255. When the background 
reference area is identified, a similar number of measurements will be taken in the reference area 
as in Room 255 and the measurements in the two rooms compared using one of the statistical test 
identified in MARSSIM assuming that some measurements are greater than the DCGL. 

9. Survey Procedure 

12.1 General 

Guidance provided in the MARSSIM (DoD 1997) will be the basis for this survey. The 
MARSSIM process was developed collaboratively by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC), Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Department of Energy (DOE), and 
Department of Defense (DoD), for use in designing, implementing, and evaluating radiological 
surveys. The objective of the final survey described in this Plan is to demonstrate that Room 225 
meets the unrestricted release criteria. The primary focus of MARSSIM is to demonstrate 
compliance of a site or facility with regulatory agency criteria for hture use without radiological 
restrictions. 

The final survey inside buildings consists of surface scans with alphaheta (alpha only in the case 
of Room 255) detection survey instruments and direct measurements at randomly selected 
locations. The direct measurements are compared to the unrestricted release criteria (DCGL). 

The preliminary scoping survey did not identify any elevated measurement locations in and 
around the hood in Room 255. The measurement locations included inside the hood, on the floor 
in front of the hood and inside the HEPA ventilation filter housing as well as some randomly 
selected locations. This leads to a level of confidence in assigning the MARSSIM Class 3 to the 
room. 
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9.2 Determination of the Number of Survey Points for Interior Areas 

The modeling program COMPASS3 was used to determine the number of sample locations. 
Attachment 2 is the program output. A total of 10 data collection point are determined to be 
needed to demonstrate the acceptance criteria for Room 255. No additional data points are 
required for the elevated measurement criteria. 

9.3 Survey Procedure 

The floor area and the lower 2 meters of the walls wilI be sketched as shown in the sketch below. 
The line with the numbers to the left and below the sketch represents a grid system for the room. 

os 
2s 

4s 

6s 

8s 

1 os 

12s 

14s 

16s 

18s 

NORTH WALL 

WEST 

FLOOR 

SOUTH WALL 

EA iT 
WALL 

OE 2E 4E 6E 8E 10E 12E 14E 16E 18E ZOE 22E 24E 26E 

A Class 3 area requires 10% of the area to be scanned for elevated measurements. There will be 
96 floor grids and 80 wall grids. Ten of the floor grids and 8 of the wall grids will be chosen for 
scanning. The hood and the floor in front of the hood will be among the grids scanned. The 
scanning in the hood and the floor in front of the hood will be measured so that the DCGLw (not 
the DCGLemc) will be detectable. This will require 4 minute direct counts on the entire surface 
of these two grids (1  00 counts in each grid). 

Data collection points will be selected by using pairs of random numbers to select south and east 
values. Any number pairs that fall in the comer locations will be discarded. A total of 10 
locations will be chosen. The location in the room will be measured from the south west comer 

COMPASS-Computerization Of the MARSSIM for Planning and Assessing Site Surveys. 
Developed by Oak Ridge Lnstitute for Science and Education (ORISE), Oak Ridge, TN 2001 
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and marked on the floor or the wall. At each location, a 10 minute direct measurement will be 
taken followed by a 100 cm2 smear that is under the area where the detector measured. The 
direct measurements will be recorded on a survey sheet prepared for this purpose along with the 
date and time and the surveyors initials. The instrument used will be identified on the survey 
sheet. 

The smears will be evaluated using a low-background counter. This low-background counter 
will be set to measure below 1 dpm per smear. 

10. Background Survey 

A room of similar size and composition i.e. floors and walls as much like Room 255 as possible, 
will be chosen and a survey taken in the same manner as in Room 255. The background survey 
is required since thorium and it decay progeny and other alpha emitting radionuclides are present 
in the background. The DCGL is based on the contamination that is “above background.” Some 
of the background radioactive residual is related to housekeeping and general cleanliness so it 
will be necessary to evaluate the area selected for the background survey with this in mind. The 
background survey area should have similar housekeeping as Room 255 has. 

11. Data Quality Objectives 

Data Quality Objectives (DQOs) are established to assure that the data collected are accurate, 
representative and reliable. Acceptable decision errors have been selected for this project to 
enable statistical testing of data. The decision error levels define the level of confidence for 
Type 1 errors, a, and Type 2 errors, p. Type 1 errors are defined as false positives and Type 2 
errors are false negatives. A 95 percent confidence level for both Type I (a = 0.05) and Type 2 
(p = 0.05) has been selected. The selection of these decision error levels provides a: 

0 95% confidence level that the statistical tests will not incorrectly determine that a 
surveyed area does not satisfy criteria when, in fact, it does satisfy the criteria (a= 0.05). 

0 95% confidence level that the statistical tests will not incorrectly determine that a 
surveyed area satisfies criteria when, in fact, it does not satisfy the criteria (p= 0.05). 

Data quality indicators for precision, accuracy, representativeness, completeness, and 
comparability have also been established. 

Precision measures the reproducibility of measurements and will be determined by 
comparison of replicate values from direct measurements and smear sample analysis; the 
objective will be a relative percent difference of 35% or less for smear samples. Direct 
measurement replicates will be analyzed at a minimum frequency of five percent. 
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Accuracy is the degree of agreement between the true and measured values. Accuracy 
will be measured through calibration with known standards. The objective for this 
parameter will be +/- 30% at 50% of the criterion value. 

0 Representativeness and comparability do not have numeric values. Performance for these 
indicators is assured through the selection and proper implementation of systematic 
sampling and measurement techniques as promulgated in approved site protocols and 
those protocols promulgated in the MARSSIM guidance document. 

Completeness is defined at the percentage of measurements judged to be valid. The 
results will be considered valid if they are not rejected during data validation. The 
objective is 90% for this project. 

If the data are determined to satisfy the established guidelines and meet the release criteria 
following statistical testing, a final report will be prepared, documenting the survey procedures 
and results. 

12. QNQC Procedures 

a. Survey Instrumentation 

Instruments will be current in calibration as specified by the manufacture. A daily source check 
and background check of each instrument will be performed before each day of survey and at the 
end of the day. 

b. Survqy 

At least 10% of the measurement points will be resurveyed including a smear survey for 
verification. 

c. Smear Counts 

In addition to the extra smears indicated above, 10% of the smears will be recounted. The low- 
background counter will be calibrated following the manufacture’s procedures and daily check 
sources counted before and after counting smears. 

13. Data Verification 

All data will be examined for completeness and accuracy. Any data not complete will be 
discarded. The added measurementdsamples collected for verification maybe substituted for any 
discarded measurements/samples. 

14. Final Survey Report 
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A final survey report wilI be prepared to compile the data and evaluate the survey results to 
determine if the survey objective is met. The report will be submitted to NRC after approval by 
the Watervliet Arsenal Command. 
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Attachment 1 

SCOPING SURVEY 

Room 255, Building 120, Watervliet Arsenal, NY 

1. Background 

Room 255 is a single 25 feet by 40 feet laboratory room in Building 120 at the Watervliet 
Arsenal, Watervliet, NY. The room contains a fume hood, a laboratory sink, several cabinets 
and work benches and has a significant portion of the room partitioned off for an office space. 
The office space can be accessed only through the larger portion of Room 255. (See the room 
sketch in Enclosure 1 .) 

Room 255 is to be released for unrestricted use. The release procedure to be followed is the 
procedure specified in the MARSSIM manual. The initial planning for the process leading to the 
use is to follow the guidance of Appendix B in the MARSSIM manual. 

Room 255 may have had small quantities of thorium in the form of Tho2 (thoria) used is a 
process to harden metals by electroplating the thorium onto the surface of the metal. No actual 
record of use of thorium in any form exists. There is an existing procedure showing how the 
thorium was to be used. The procedure specified that the use was confined to the fume hood. If 
the material was actually used, thoria was added to a liquid to form a slurry or a solution. In all 
other steps in the process, the thorium was in solution. Good contamination controls were 
specified, so there was little chance of spread of contamination either inside or outside the hood. 
The purpose of this survey is to determine if there is residual contamination in the room. 

2. Survey Parameters 

Since this is a preliminary survey with no prior survey information, the only pertinent 
MARSSIM related parameter is the derived concentration guideline limit (DCGL). The NRC 
screening value of 6 d p d l 0 0  cm2 for 232Th will be used for the DCGL. Since this screening 
value is for the 232Th alone, the actual value used will be increased to account for the decay 
progeny that accompany the decay of the thorium. The alpha component will be the type 
radiation evaluated in the survey. The thorium plus the decay progeny include a total of 6 al ha 
and 4 beta emissions. Some of the decay progeny may be lost due to the emulation of the 2 2 4 a  
and a conservative assumption of the emulation fraction is selected as 30%. This will leave 5 
alpha emissions with each thorium atom that undergoes decay. With that assumption, the DCGL 
is recalculated as 30 dpd100  cm2 (alpha). 

3. Instruments Used 

The best available instrument for this survey is the Ludlum 2241 -2/43-90 ScalerlRatemeter- 
detector combination. The Model 43-92 detector is approximately 20% efficient for the thorium 
alpha emission and the Model 2241 -2 scalehatemeter provides sufficient flexibility for adequate 
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measurement for thorium contamination. (A source efficiency of 0.7 is also used in the 
calculations.) Some scanning was done with a Ludlum model 3 with a Ludlum model 44-9 
detector. This instrument is sensitive to alpha and beta radiation but it is not the appropriate 
instrument for this survey but it is small enough to get into places not accessible with the model 
43-90 detector. The likely scanning MDA for the model 44-9 is greater than 100 dpm. It is only 
usefbl to locate gross contamination relative to the thorium DCGL. In direct measurement mode 
and a five minute count time the MDA for the area under the probe is approximately 50 dpm. 

Direct Measurements in Room 255 

Enclosure 2 contains the calibration information for the instruments used. 

4. Conduct of the Survey 

A preliminary scoping survey was conducted by Mr. Leslie Cole, CHP and Mr. Dell Ruess, 
Solutient Technology, October 25-26,2004. The survey included scanning the area in and 
around the h e  hood, the floor near the hood, the sink, direct measurements at selected 
locations and smear samples in a variety of locations including locations near the direct 
measurement locations. There were no elevated measurement locations identified by the scan 
survey. At every point where there was indication of any activity, a one minute direct 
measurement was made and none of these measurements were greater than the background 
measurement. 

The sketch in Enclosure 1 represents the room layout. Direct measurement locations are at the 
locations indicated by the numbered squares. The measurements were collected using a Ludlum 
Model 2241 -2 ScalerAXatemeter with a Ludlum Model 43-90 detector. All direct measurements 
were measured for a 5 minute period. Table 1 below shows the measurement results. 

BG = 4.25 cpm 
Efficiency = 19.6% 
MDA = 12.5 f 3.5 dpm (5 min Count) 
*Corrected for BG, lnst Eff, Source Eff 
and Probe Area 
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Several smear samples were collected in Room 255. Smear samples were collected at all the 
locations where the direct measurements were made. These smears were analyzed on a Iow- 
background counter €or gross alpha. The results are shown in Table 2 below. 

TABLE 2 
Room 255 Smear Survey Results 

Smear Counter Model: 
Serial Number: 
Alpha Background: 
Alpha Source 
Alpha Efficiency: 
Alpha MDA (dpm) 
Calibration Due Date: 
Count Date: 

2929 Probe Model: 43-10-1 
167855 Serial Number: PR171934 

0.1 Beta Background: 66.0 
2,176 Beta Source: 286,569 
35% Beta Efficiency: 12% 
0.57 Beta MDA (dpm) 786 

911 612005 
1 Ol28l2QQ4 

An attempt was made to find a similar room to Room 255 to serve as a background area for the 
final survey. Several empty laboratory rooms were checked and none were found to have as low 
direct measurements as low as found in Room 255. Room 232 had a lower d 6  background than 
Room 255 as measured with the Model 44-9 detector; however, the 5 minute direct alpha 
measurements were somewhat higher than the similar measurements in Room 255. Six direct 
measurements were collected in Room 232, Building 120. This higher measurement may be 
explained by the degree of housekeeping in Room 255 versus the other rooms considered. All 
the rooms checked for use as a background area were empty and had had little housekeeping 
activity in the recent past. Room 255 is still occupied and receives some housekeeping. The 
long term build-up of 222Rn daughters may be higher in the unused rooms than in Room 255. 
The relatively long lived '*'Pb can become measurabIe and its progeny 210Po is an alpha emitter 
at the final decay to stable lead. While the build-up is minor, it could be suflicient to explain the 
higher alpha radiation levels found. Table 3 below shows the measurement results in Room 232. 
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TABLE 3 

Smear # 
1 
2 

Direct Measurements in Room 232 

LocatiQn a dpm/100 cm2' f 2 6 
1 30.9 11.1 
2 21.7 9.3 
3 18.2 8.5 
4 20.5 9.1 
5 28.6 10.7 
6 18.2 8.5 

Gross Alpha dpm Gross Beta dpm Smear Location/Description 
2.9 729 Floor in front of Lab Bench 
2.3 783 Lab Bench TOD 

BG = 4.25 cprn 
Efficiency = 19.6% 
MDA = 12.5 f 3.5 dpm (5 min Count) 
'Corrected for BG, lnst Eff, Source Eff 
and Probe Area 

- ... . _-  . . - - - - - . 

4 1 .l 787 Floor in front of Hood 
5 1.1 755 Counter next to Hood 

i 

Smears were also collected in Room 232. These smears were collected at the same locations as 
the first five of the direct measurements. These smears were analyzed on a low-background 
counter for gross alpha. The results are shown in Table 4 below. 

TABLE 4 
Room 232 Smear Survey Results 

I 31 1.1 I 792 I Hood Inside 1 

Smear Counter Model: 
Serial Number: 
Alpha Background: 
Alpha Source 
Alpha Efficiency: 
Alpha MDA (dprn) 
Calibration Due Date: 
Count Date: 

2929 Probe Model: 43-10-1 
167855 Serial Number: PR171934 

0.1 Beta Background: 66.0 
2,176 Beta Source: 286.569 

0.57 Beta MDA (dpm) 786 
35% Beta Efficiency: 12% 

9/16/2005 
10/28/2004 

5. Evaluation of Data 

Examination of the data indicates that it has been collected in correct manner, that it is accurate 
and that the instrumentation used is appropriate for the survey. The smear sample data indicates 
that removable contamination is less than 10% of the total contamination. There were no 
samples indicating that the room contained other than background contamination. The data 
collected in this preliminary survey confirms that there is little, if any, contamination present in 
the room. 
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Enclosure 2 

INSTRUMENT DATA 

Ludlum Model 2241-2 with Model 43-90 Detector 

Meter Serial No. 1742 1 1 
Detector Serial No. PR180327 
Last Calibrated 3/24/2004 

The instrument was checked using a Th-230 plated source before measurements and afterwards 
on each day. The background was also checked before and after survey. 

Ludlum Model 3 with Model 44-9 Detector 

Meter Serial No. 16588 1 
Detector Serial No. PR190327 
Last Calibrated 3/24/2004 

The instrument was checked using a Tc-99 plated source before measurements and afterwards on 
each day. The background was also checked before and after survey. 
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Attachment 2 COMPASS Calculations 

Site Report 

Slte Summary 

Site Name: Rm255r2 
Plsnner(s): L Cole 

Contaminant Summary 
NOTE S d a c e  $011 DCGLW unit¶ are pCUg 

B M n g  %dace DCGLw unrn are d p r v 1 O O c d  -- 
C.ncmlrUn( T7W OCOLW V . h  U d  A.u fm3 Lvuf- 

Th-232tC Stdace Soil 1 1  

NO 1 
2 

n4 
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4 18 T 
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Site Report 

Site Summaw 

Site Name: Rm255R 
Planner(r): L Cok 

Contaminant Summaw 

Th-232+C 

Tt1-232tC 

eukbng Surfact 6 

Sutace sal 1 1  

No 1 72 4 
2 362 
4 18 1 
9 8 
18 4 
38 2 
72 1 

WA NIA 

CONPASS rl.0.O -6 P a w l  
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Building Surface Survey Plan 

Survey Plan Summarv 

Site: 

Planner(s): 

Survey Unit Name: 

Comments: 

Area (ma): 

Selected Test: 

DCGL (cpm): 

LBGR (cpm): 

Alpha: 

Beta: 

~ ~ ~~ 

Rm255R 

L cole 

Room 255 WRS 

96 

WRS 

5 

3 

0.050 

0.050 

Prospective Power Curve 

Classification: 3 

Estimated Sigma (cpm): 0.7 

Sample Sue (NR): 10 

Estimated Conc. (cpm): 0.2 

Estimated Power: 1 .oo 

COMPASS v1.0.0 am006 P a p  1 
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Building Surface Survey Plan 

Survev Plan Summatv 

Site: Rm255Q 

Planner(@: L cole 

Survey Unit Name: 

Comments: 

Room 255 WRS 

Area (e): 98 

sclected Test: WRS 

DCGL (cpm): 5 

LBGR ( c b ) :  3 

Alpha: 0.050 

Beta: 0.050 

Clauification: 

Estimated Sigma (cpm): 

Sample Sue (NR): 

Estimated Conc. (cpm): 

Estimated Power: 

3 

0.7 

10 

0.2 

1.00 

Prospective Power Curve 
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Survey Data 

Start Dale 2/.2a,t~J* 
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Enclosure 4 - Lab Data 
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Enclosure 5 - Instrument Calibration Sheets 
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